
Monday 11.5.20
LO: To finish reading the 

Iron Man.



Tuesday 12.5.20
LO: I can create a story 

mountain.



Starter task

Full stop, question mark or 
exclamation mark?
Write the following sentences using 
the correct punctuation.

1. The pirate dug for hours and 
hours

2. Do you think he’ll find anything
3. What an enormous treasure 

chest



On board a story mountain 
of the Iron Man. 

How can we change it to 
make it our own? 

Hero
Setting

Build up
Problem

Resolution 
Ending



Task:

Identify the most exciting moment 
in the story and plot this at the top 
of a mountain shape. Then plot the 
other key events and add details. 



VOCABULARY 
task

Write as many adverbs as 
possible to describe this verb eg. 
walked - quickly, slowly, noisily, 
shyly, quietly.

Ate



WEDNESDAY 13.5.20
LO: I can use differing 

sentences and key words to 
start a story.



Starter Task

Write as many adverbs as 
possible to describe this verb eg. 
walked - quickly, slowly, noisily, 
shyly, quietly.

sang



Look at your story 
mountain from yesterday. 

1. Explain what is happening at the 
start of your story.

2. How would you put that into 
sentence?

Task:
Turn your story mountain into a 
story start. What will you need to 
include? 



Story Starter:
Hero

Setting
Build up



Full stop, question mark or 
exclamation mark?
Write the following sentences using 
the correct punctuation.

• Stop thief
• That man stole a necklace out of 

my jewellery shop
• Will the police catch him

Punctuation task



Thursday 14.5.20
LO: I can write the main 

section of a story. 



Starter task

Pick 5 adjectives and write five 
sentences using them.

Nervously, Worriedly, 
Patiently, Feelings, 

Courage, Experience,
Peak, Patience, 

Wasteland, Container, 
Furnishings, Robe,



Look at your story 
mountain. 

1. Explain what is happening in the 
MIDDLE of your story.

2. How would you put that into 
sentence?

Task:
Use your story mountain to write 
the middle of your story. What will 
you need to include? 



Story middle:
Problem

Resolution 



Plenary task

Write as many adverbs as 
possible to describe this verb eg. 
walked - quickly, slowly, noisily, 
shyly, quietly.

climbed



Friday 15.5.20
LO: I can write the end of a 

story. 



STARTER

Pick 5 ADJECTIVES and write five 
sentences using them.

Dine,  Progress, Create, 
Adore, Foreboding, 
Speculation, Silhouette, 
Terrain, Apparel, Vision, 
Atmosphere



Look at your story 
mountain. 

1. Explain what is happening in the 
END of your story.

2. How would you put that into 
sentence?

Task:
Using your story mountain, write 
the ending. What will you need to 
include? 


